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Agenda

➢ Changes in draft-ietf-siprec-metadata-09 from -07 & -08 version.
➢ Discuss Open & closed items in Metadata
➢ Next Steps
Changes from -07 & -09 version

- <participant> XML schema change and all the example instances
- Editorial comments CSRS association in the model
- Minor NITS received as comments from Alan & Simon
- Pauls proposal for stream here and updated examples
- Modified the examples to reflect the change in schema
- XML schema update in recording & session element as per metadata model
Metadata Model

- Recording Session (RS)
  - CSRSAssociation: 1..* 0..*
  - Communication Session (CS) Group: 0..1 1..*
- Communication Session (CS)
  - Participant: 1..* 0..*
  - Media Stream: 0..1 0..*
  - ParticipantCS Association: receives 0..* 0..*
  - ParticipantStream Association: sends 1..* 0..*

Participants and streams are associated with sessions, and sessions are part of groups.
Metadata : Example

• Any objection for moving the metadata XML example in Appendix B into draft-ram-siprec-callflows-02 draft
Metadata: Object Instance diagram

• Any objection for removing the Object instance diagram in Appendix A
Metadata Model: Recording

Open item:
- Version attribute has to be added or not
- In case of version attribute, the numbering has to be set as 1.0 or as per each revision of the draft.
Next steps

➢ Update draft based on the current closure
➢ Ask for WGLC on -10 revision